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4 of 4 review helpful Beautiful and Profound By SR Erwin the main character spends a lot of time dreaming but his 
dreams do not seem divorced from reality in the way that dreams so often do Instead one gets the impression that 
Erwin touches a deeper truer more meaningful reality in his dreaming hours than in his waking hours There is great 
beauty in the simple and sometimes awkward ways that Erwin and From the award winning internationally acclaimed 
author ldquo One of the greatest writers of the age rdquo ndash The Guardian a young Holocaust survivor takes his 
first steps toward creating a new life in the newly established state of Israel nbsp Erwin doesn rsquo t remember much 
about his journey across Europe when the war finally ended because he spent most of it asleep carried by other 
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quality to the prose of this bildungsroman in which a masterly English translation by Jeffrey M Green manages to 
retain the direct concrete quality of the original Hebrew as well as its austere poetr 
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